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Abstract: Background/Objectives Corrosion associated wear problems are of use in selection of merchandise and
other business applications. Utilising deposits on surface has become a standard technique. Methods/Statistical Analysis:
In this paper ceramic powders are used on the bases of ANSYS analysis. For investigation of thermal distribution and
mechanical properties of manifold, flow analysis method is applied. Findings: Analysis for 3D models is carried out
by CATIA & ANSYS Transient, details are compared to optimise the choice of powders. Total deformations, Von
mises stress, total heat flux, are studied. It is found that when the temperature applied is less, the aluminium coated
manifold works better. Application/Improvements: Low effect of crystalline refinement on smooth surface can be
observed with greater details by incorporating more number of powders.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From the past years Corrosion [1] associated degree of wear problems are important in moving good selection of
business applications and merchandise. Various technologies are going to deposit the suitable surface protection
which will resist lowering place inexplicit conditions. This paper is regarding the manifold with utterly completely
different ceramic powders [2] by ANSYS analysis [3].

To investigate the thermal stress distribution and mechanical properties of exhaust manifold with different
ceramic materials, flow analysis is carried out by ANSYS software. A parametric study of exhaust manifold by
varying the three dimensional parameters is also carried out.

II. METHODOLOGY

Modeling and analysis of 3-D models of the manifolds were carried out using CATIA and ANSYS software.
Thermal [8] and mechanical properties of these manifolds were found. Flow characterization will be carried out
by the computational fluid dynamics. Producing solid ceramic parts are not invariably the most effective approach
to determine wear or corrosion issues. In some cases, taking first the aluminiferous and applying a ceramic
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coating may be the most effective resolution. Ceramic coatings [4] will vary from case to case. The brief explanation
of methodology can be shown in fig. 1.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

(A) Total Deformation

Deformation may be caused by external loads, body forces (such as gravity or electromagnetic forces), or changes
in temperature, moisture content, or chemical reactions, etc. Strain is a description of deformation in terms
of relative displacement of particles in the body that excludes rigid-body motions. Different equivalent choices
may be made for the expression of a strain field depending on whether it is defined with respect to the initial or
the final configuration of the body and on whether the metric or its dual is considered. In a continuous body, a
deformation field results from a stress field induced by applied forces or is due to changes in the temperature
field inside the body. The relation between stresses and induced strains is expressed by constitutive equations,
e.g., Hooke’s law for linear elastic materials. Here the materials having lesser deformation with titania coated.
Therefore its having good material strength which is withstanding the temperature.

(B) Von mises stress

In materials science and engineering the von Mises yield criterion can be also formulated in terms of the von
Mises stress or equivalent tensile stress, a scalar stress value that can be computed from the Cauchy stress tensor.
In this case, a material is said to start yielding when its von Mises stress reaches a critical value known as
the yield strength. The von Mises stress is used to predict yielding of materials under any loading condition from
results of simple uniaxial tensile tests. The von Mises stress satisfies the property that two stress states with equal
distortion energy have equal von Mises stress.

In this results shows that lower of von mises stress which is lead to the good strength and materials.

(C) Total Heat Flux

Heat flux or thermal flux is the rate of heat energy transfer through a given surface per unit time. In a basic sense
it is a derived quantity since it involves, in principle, two quantities viz. the amount of heat transfer per unit time
and the area from/to which this heat transfer takes place. In practice, the heat flux is measured by the change in
temperature brought about by its effect on a sensor of known area. The incident heat flux may set up either a
steady state temperature field or a transient temperature field within the sensor. The temperature field set up may
either be perpendicular to the direction of heat flux or parallel to the direction of heat flux. Here the alumina
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Figure 1: Methodology Sequences

coated exhaust manifold provides more heat flux than the other ceramic coated manifolds. Which is tend to
reduce the heat affected areas in the manifold.

(D) Temperature

From the results shown, it is clear that after application of the temperature load, exhaust manifold surface is
having very less heat available on it, so that alumina coated manifold withstand the lesser heat.

(E) Figures and Tables
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Figure 2: Results showing Total Deformation, Von-mises stress, heat flux and temperature for cast

Figure 3: Results showing Total Deformation, Von-mises stress, heat flux and temperature for cast iron
coated with alumina
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Figure 4: Results showing Total Deformation, Von-mises stress, heat flux and temperature for cast iron
coated with Titania
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Figure 5: Results showing Total Deformation, Von-mises stress, heat flux and temperature for cast iron
coated with zirconia
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IV. CONCLUSION

From the obtained numerical results it was found that, the coating on exhaust manifold specimens by thermal
spray coatings were investigated by ANSYS and CFD[9], [14] software. The surface morphologies of the major and
minor faces were considerably different from each other. Due the coating on exhaust manifold material like cast
iron will improve the mechanical and thermal characterization. This will further improve the hardness, structural
grains and thermal properties. Also the alumina-titania coatings will provide the most dramatic improvements
over zirconia and other ceramic powders, in engine component applications where failure mechanisms that are
driven by high temperatures and chemical diffusion are important for life. In lower temperature applications
(lower speeds, discontinuous contact) the coating will still offer improved performance due to the effects of
crystallite refinement, which provide a smoother surface and second phase crack arresting or deflection
mechanisms that make the coating tougher.
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